345. Some Adverbs, like Adjectives, have three degrees of comparison. Such Adverbs are generally
compared like Adjectives.
345. Adverb មួយចំនួនដូចជ Adjective អញចឹងែដរ មនកំរ ិតេ្រប បេធៀបបី។ Adverb រេបៀបេនះជទូេទ្រតូវបនេគ
េធ្វើករេ្រប បេធៀបដូចជ Adjective អញចឹង។

346. It the Adverb is of one syllable, we form the Comparative by ending er, and the Superlative by adding

est, to the Positive; as.

346. ្របសិនេបើ Adverb មនមួយពយងគ េយើងបេងកើតទំរង់ Comparative េ
េ

យបែនថម er, េហើយទំរង់ Superlative

យបែនថម est េទេលើទំរង់ Positive ដូចជ
Fast

faster

fastest

Long

longer

longest

Hard

harder

hardest

Soon

sooner

soonest

Rama ran

. (Positive)

m

Rama រត់េលឿន។

.c
o

Arjun ran faster. (Comparative)
Arjun រត់េលឿនជងហនឹង។

an

Hari ran fastest of all. (Superlative)
Hari រត់េលឿនជងេគបង្អស់។

re

347. Adverbs ending in ly form the Comparative by adding more and the Superlative by adding most; as,
347. Adverbs បញចប់េ

យ ly បេងកើតទំរង់ Comparative េ

la

ជ

យែថម more េហើយ Superlative េ

=>

more swiftly

=>

most swiftly

more skillfully

=>

most skillfully

.s
a

Swiftly = យ៉ ងរហ័ស

Skillfully = យ៉ ងជំនញ =>
Abdul េលងយ៉ ង

ទ ត់ជំនញ។

w

Karim played

w

Abdul played skillfully. (Positive)

than Abdul. (Comparative)

w

karim េលងជំនញជង Abdul។
Ahmed played

. (Superlative)

កនុងចំេ
មកី
ករទំង១១នក់ Ahmed េលងជំនញជងេគបង្អស់។
e.g.
He is the best student in the class.
គត់គឺជសិស ពូែកជងេគបង្អស់កុនងពិភពេ
It is the tallest building in the world.

េនះគឺជអគរខពស់ជងេគបង្អស់កុងពិ
ន
ភពេ

He ran fastest of all.

ក។
ក។

But note early, earlier, earliest.
ប៉ុែន្តចូរកត់សំគល់ early, earlier, earliest។
I came early this morning.
ខញំុឆប់មកពី្រពឹក។
Rama came earlier. Rama ឆប់មកជងហនឹងេទេទៀត។
Abdul came earliest of all.

យែថម most ដូច

Abdul មកេលឿនជងេគបង្អស់។
348. It will be noticed that only Adverbs of Manner, Degree, and Time, admit of comparison.
348. ដូចបនកត់សំគល់េឃើញេហើយថ មនែត Adverb of Manner, Adverb of Degree និង Adverb of Time េទ
ែដលអនុញញតឲយមនករេ្រប បេធៀប។
Admit of sth = អនុញញតឲយមន
Many adverbs, from their nature, cannot be compared; as,
Adverb ជេ្រចើនពីធមមជតិរបស់ មិន

ចេធ្វើករេ្រប បេធៀបបនេទ ដូចជ

Now, then (េនេពលេនះ), where, there, once (ម្តងេនះ)

349. Some of the commonest Adverbs form their Comparative and Superlative Degrees irregularly.
349. Adverb មួយចំនួនកនុងចំេ

ម Adverb ដ៏ទូេទបំផុតបេងកើតទំរង់ Comparative និង Superlative េ

េទៀងទត់។

Comparative

Superlative

Ill, badly

worse

worst

Well

better

Much

more

Little

less

(Nigh) near

nearer

.c
o

an

least
next

farthest

further

furthest

late

latest

.s
a

្អ ត/បនល្អ។

Arjun writes better than Rama.

w

Arjun សរេសរបនល្អជង Rama។

w

Hari writes best of all.

w

Hari សរេសរបនល្អជងេគបង្អស់។
Do you work much?

េតើអនកេធ្វើករេ្រចើនេទ?

I work more than you do.
ខញំុេធ្វើករេ្រចើនជងអនក។
Hari works most of the three of us.

Hari េធ្វើករេ្រចើនជងេគបង្អស់កុនងចំេ

most

farther

la

Late
Rama សរេសរ

best

re

Far

Rama writes well.

m

Positive

មពួកេយើងបីនក់។

យមិន

